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Long Synopsis:
HALLOWEED
In "Halloweed," Trent Modine and his goof-ball step brother Joey, try to escape the
infamy that comes from having a serial killer, The Bridgeport Butcher, for a father (Tom
Sizemore). Seeking a new start, they find refuge in the small town of Mooseheart. It does
not take long before the besmirched family name catches up to them. Joey, a free spirited
stoner, and Trent, a love sick pessimist, look like the main suspects after a string of
murders, similar to a rash of killings 20 years earlier, coincidentally begins just as they
arrive in town. It is a race against time because the Candy Corn Killer, a slash-happy killer
clown is on the loose and the bodies are piling up!
Short Synopsis:
HALLOWEED
Stoner Trent, son of the Bridgeport Butcher, and his best bud move to a small town to
escape an evil legacy. But soon after they roll up, everything goes to pot as the bodies
pile high and they must weed out suspects to smoke out the Candy Corn Killer.
PUBLIC LINK TO HALLOWEED OFFICIAL RELEASE TRAILER:
http://youtu.be/X4BW6iGWahY
J&R PRODUCTIONS ON HALLOWEED
J&R PRODUCTIONS is an independent production company which specializes in web,
streaming, TV and film content. J&R, founded by Jayson Bernard and Roberto Rosario,
Jr., originated in Chicago where there first project was born, "Family Values: The Series"
which is currently available on Amazon Studios. J&R moved base to Los Angeles when
they began production of their first full length feature film "HALLOWEED." The company
has achieved the indie-dream by having their first feature film distributed by Screen Media
films, and now J&R is a fast growing company with other projects in development and
pre-production.
"As a company we LOVE comedies! Entertaining and making people laugh is so important
to us here at J&R Productions. When we were first approached with this dark comedy by
Two9 Productions, we knew it was the genre project we wanted to produce! Stoner/
comedy/killer film??!...WE ARE IN! We feel it compares to some of our favorite stoner
movies including "Pineapple Express", "Killer Bong", "Harold and Kumar go to white
castle". - Executive Producer, Roberto Rosario
Director LazRael Lison and Executive Producer Roberto Rosario wanted "Halloweed" to
be energy in motion as we follow these two brothers, who are without a plan, to a small

town, as they bumble and stumble their way through their crazy exploits as the wacky
townsfolk deal with a string of grisly murders. Fortunately for us... everyone will be able
to enjoy their journey... especially since it involves LOVE, MURDER and of course
WEED!!!!
HALLOWEED INSPIRATION/STORY BY: Mike Bussan
I have always been a huge fan of comedies from the 80's and Marijuana being such a
hot topic these days, I had to combine the two! I wanted to create something that wasn't
the same as all the other films out there, it started as a film about a murderer who wasn't
very good at killing because he was stoned... and it evolved to what you see now here in
HALLOWEED. It was a fun collaboration between writer Dale Zawada, Two 9 Productions,
LazRael Lison and myself. It was a great process to watch it grow into this dark comedy!
- Mike Bussan
THE DIRECTOR
DIRECTOR LAZRAEL LISON is an award winning
Director and co-owner of SUMMER HOUSE
PICTURES. Having directed 4 feature films, a host of
Shorts, a 12-episode comedy series, documentaries,
commercials, music videos and many other filmrelated media.
He has two films which will be released this year.
One of his films entitled PRIVATE NUMBER starring
Hal Ozsan, Tom Sizemore and Judd Nelson had a
theatrical run last year and now available on DVD,
VOD and Netflix.
His projects releasing this year are PERSPECTIVE, a
heartfelt drama soon hitting the festival circuit, and
an edgy new comedy feature - of course...
HALLOWEED.

THE CAST
"JOEY" SIMON REX
Simon Rex initially found mainstream fame as an
MTV VJ. After doing a few roles, including Felicity
(1998), he performed an acclaimed comedic turn as
a spoof-on-Eminem rapper in Scary Movie 3 (2003).
He created alter ego Dirt Nasty, a comedic rap
character poking fun at his life as an actor in
Hollywood and tours frequently between acting gigs.
His latest major role is Dan Sanders on Scary Movie
5 playing Ashley Tisdale's husband. Rex now filming
for Comedy Central, got to bring HALLOWEED's lead
character "Joey" to life HIS way! He was very excited
to be able to collaborate and make "Joey" his own.

"TRENT MODINE" SHANNON BROWN
Shannon Brown started his professional career way
back in 1999, as a teenager in Los Angeles, and he
hit the ground running. Within his first year of
moving to LA, Shannon booked costar roles on NBC's
hit sit coms, Friends, 3rd Rock from the Sun and the
short lived Fox comedy, Action. After continuing to
work for the next 4 years, he was forced to move
back to Chicago for family reasons in spite of his
career appearing to be on the upswing.
After putting his career on hold for 7 years, Shannon
couldn't put his passion on the back burner any
longer and got back into the business in 2010. Over
the last 6 years Shannon has been on a tear, adding
50+ credits to his resume, with many of them being
leading roles. Known for his seemingly unlimited
range, Shannon has starred and won awards in Films
and TV spanning the full spectrum of genres. He is
thrilled to currently be based out of his home market
of Chicago as well as Los Angeles.
Shannon is very excited to be a part of the cast of Halloweed and wishes to thank the
headline production company, J&R Productions, for their tireless efforts in making this
film the best it can be.

"MAYOR PRICE" JIM O'HEIR
Jim O'Heir was born on February 4, 1962 in Chicago, Illinois, USA. He
is an actor, known for Parks and Recreation (2009), Seeking a Friend
for the End of the World (2012) and Accepted (2006).
Jim is on fire this year with over a dozen projects this year alone, from
Award winning indie film "Middle Man". Appearances on shows such
as "Brooklyn-Nine" and ABC's "This isn't Working". "Working with J&R
Productions was such a treat", Playing Mayor Price was a blast!"
"MADISON" MICHELLE MUELLER
Michelle Mueller is the newest, up and coming breakout
star in Hollywood. She is the female lead in the new highly
anticipated
comedic,
independent
feature
film
"Halloweed," starring opposite an ensemble cast including
Simon Rex and Danny Trejo.
Michelle's past credits include a lead role in the upcoming
pilot "Family Values", a reoccurring role in the Latin King
of Comedy, Joey Medina's, new pilot "Men of a Funny
Age", a guest-starring role on NBC's "Chicago Med", and
was featured on the cover and eight-page spread of
Emurge Magazine, now Peer Step, for her dramatic
performance in the award-winning silent film "The
Argonaut." Michelle received her education from the
Chicago College of Performing Arts Conservatory, in
Chicago, Illinois, where she earned a Bachelor of Fine Arts
degree in Theater and Acting.

"CONNOR PRICE" JAYSON BERNARD
Jayson Bernard is a proud Second City Alumni, a
program that has helped start the careers of many
famous comedic actors, there he performed many
shows and honed his comedic skills. He broke into
TV on NBC's E.R. and TURKS soon followed. After a
small break to do stage work Jayson returned to the
small screen as lead Matt Thompson in the Amazon
Studios Series Family Values: The Series.
Moving onto the big screen, this talented actor
starred in an array of Indy films, including D.I.N.K.'s,
ILL WILL, Choose Love, and film festival award
winning Orphans of God.
Bernard has been featured on the cover of EMURGE
Magazine, PeerSTEP and EXPOSURE Magazine all
featuring articles about this upcoming star. Now
Bernard is starring in Halloweed as Connor Price
along side comedic geniuses as Jim O'Heir, Simon Rex, Danny Trejo and Tom Sizemore.
"JUDGE PILMINGTON" RAY WISE
Raymond Herbert "Ray" Wise (born August 20, 1947) is an
American actor. Some of his best-known roles include Leland
Palmer in Twin Peaks (1990), henchman Leon C. Nash in
RoboCop (1987), Jack Taggart Sr. in Jeepers Creepers II (2003),
the Devil in the CW television series Reaper (2007), Donald
Wadsworth in Suburban Gothic (2014).
Most recently to add to his revised role on the NEW "Twin Peaks"
he has also appeared in films such as X-Men First class and Star
Trek.

"QUINCY" JASON MEWES
Jason Mewes is a New Jersey born and bred actor, who burst
onto cinema screens in 1994, playing the grass smoking, fast
talking, foul mouthed and over sexed,...but very likable "Jay"
in Kevin Smith's hilarious low budget hit Clerks (1994). The
offbeat & philosophical drug dealing characters of "Jay and
Silent Bob" (Mewes and Smith) cropped up again in four
more films directed by the talented Smith.....Mallrats (1995),
was followed by more street wisdom in the scintillating
romantic comedy Chasing Amy (1997), they tackled
theological issues in the quirky religious comedy Dogma
(1999) and then took on Hollywood, in the road trip epic Jay
and Silent Bob Strike Back (2001). There was also a shortlived animated series Clerks (2000). Their characters also made a cameo appearance in
Scream 3 (2000).
Mewes has since kicked on to appearing in other non-Smith projects including Hot Rush
(2002), R.S.V.P. (2002), High Times Potluck (2002), Pauly Shore Is Dead (2003), My Big
Fat Independent Movie (2005) and Feast (2005). His last Kevin Smith's films are Clerks
II (2006) and Zack and Miri Make a Porno (2008). Mewes has appeared in every film
directed by Smith except Jersey Girl (2004), Cop Out (2010), and Red State (2011)
"LLOYD" ROBERT CRAIGHEAD
Robert Craighead -- Even before his role as Sheriff
Mobley on Tyler Perry's "Too Close to Home", he has
been respected as a notable character actor for over 30
years in Hollywood. Robert has made hundreds of
appearances in television shows, had roles in over 40
feature films, performed in over 100 theatrical
productions across the country and has recently seen
success as a country music singer.
Growing up in the tiny oil town of Electra Texas, being
an actor would not have been an obvious career choice,
but for Robert, he could think of nothing else. After
finishing high school Robert was accepted to the prestigious American Academy of
Dramatic Arts (AADA) in Los Angeles, where he studied acting and performed in the AADA
Repertory Company. After graduating, Robert wasted no time in securing work as an
actor in film, television and on stage. He was immediately cast in the world premiere
musical comedy "Ameritage" that had a successful run of over a year in Beverly Hills.
Several guest starring roles on television followed before he secured roles in cult classic
films such as "Return of the Living Dead," "Cujo," and "The Bear."

Robert then appeared as Lieutenant Frank Conran on the daytime drama "The Bold and
The Beautiful" for four years and had a recurring role on "The Young and the Restless."
Since his early career, Robert has amassed a long resume of television guest starring
roles on just about every crime drama there is, most recently "NCIS: Los Angeles,"
"NCIS," "Rizzoli & Isles," "Castle," "Southland" and "Criminal Minds" to name a few.
Although Robert is well known for his dramatic performances, he has had plenty of
opportunity to demonstrate his comedic ability in guest starring roles on television shows
including "New Girl," "It's Always Sunny in Philadelphia," "The Millers," "Crowded,"
"Children's Hospital" and upcoming appearances in the new "One Mississippi" with Tig
Notaro and "Winslow K. Whitaker" with Michael Ian Black. He can be seen in several
upcoming feature films including "The Last Heist" and the soon to be released comedy
"The Tiger Hunter" opposite Danny Pudi and Kevin Pollack.
"PATCH" DANNY TREJO
Danny Trejo was born Dan Trejo in Echo Park, Los Angeles, to
Alice (Rivera) and Dan Trejo, a construction worker. A child drug
addict and criminal, Trejo was in and out of jail for 11 years.
While serving time in San Quentin, he won the lightweight and
welterweight boxing titles. Imprisoned for armed robbery and
drug offenses, he successfully completed a 12-step
rehabilitation program that changed his life.
While speaking at a Cocaine Anonymous meeting in 1985, Trejo
met a young man who later called him for support. Trejo went
to meet him at what turned out to be the set of Runaway Train
(1985). Trejo was immediately offered a role as a convict extra,
probably because of his tough tattooed appearance.
Also on the set was a screenwriter who did time with Trejo in San Quentin. Remembering
Trejo's boxing skills, the screenwriter offered him $320 per day to train the actors for a
boxing match. Director Andrey Konchalovskiy saw Trejo training Eric Roberts and
immediately offered him a featured role as Roberts' opponent in the film. Trejo has
subsequently appeared in many other films, usually as a tough criminal or villain.
Including series "DUSK TIL DAWN" and of course "HALLOWEED".

"VINCENT MODINE" TOM SIZEMORE
Tom Sizemore rose in prominence throughout the 1990s,
establishing himself as a memorable tough-guy actor, sought by
the most respected directors in the business.Thomas Edward
Sizemore, Jr. was born in Detroit, Michigan, to Judith
(Schannault), an ombudsman staff member, and Thomas
Edward Sizemore, Sr., a lawyer and professor. Sizemore grew
up idolizing the tough-guy characters of the movies he watched.
After attending Wayne State University, he got his master's
degree in theatre from Temple University in 1986.
Like many, he moved to New York City and struggled, waiting
tables and performing in plays. His first break came when Oliver
Stone cast him in a bit part in Born on the Fourth of July (1989).
Bigger roles soon followed throughout the early 1990s, such as
Guilty by Suspicion (1991), True Romance (1993), and Striking Distance (1993). 1994
proved to be an even bigger year for Sizemore, as he won the role of "Bat Masterson" in
Kevin Costner's star-studded biopic Wyatt Earp (1994), as well as one of his first truly
memorable roles as "Detective Jack Scagnetti" in Oliver Stone's controversial Natural Born
Killers (1994).
In 1995 he appeared in Devil in a Blue Dress (1995), Strange Days (1995), as well as the
acclaimed crime epic Heat (1995), directed by Michael Mann. Sizemore's first big leading
role is in The Relic (1997), the big-budget effects thriller directed by Peter Hyams.
After a flamboyant and uncredited mobster role in Enemy of the State (1998), Sizemore
then portrayed a psychotic paramedic in Bringing Out the Dead (1999) directed by Martin
Scorsese. Seemingly taking it easy, he then turned in fine but stereotypical performances
in Play It to the Bone (1999), Red Planet (2000), and Pearl Harbor (2001). Sizemore then
received another leading role in the high-profile military drama Black Hawk Down (2001)
directed by yet another legendary director, Ridley Scott.
Specializing in the sort of ultimate tough-guy/manly man roles that hearken back to a
different era in film, Sizemore continues to be a favorite of Hollywood's greatest directors.
Never afraid to speak his mind about anyone and anything, his sense of blunt honesty
and lack of pretension is refreshing. A commanding voice and presence on film, Sizemore
looks to continue as one of Hollywood's greatest actors.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY
JAMIE 'JT' TRENT, is an Australian born Cinematographer now living in Los Angeles. He
Is a member of the "International Cinematographers Guild" as a Director of Photography
as well as a fully active member of the SOC (Society of Camera Operators) and also an
ACS (Australian Cinematographers Society) fully accredited member
As a Cinematographer, JT has also achieved a highly proficient level as a Digital
Intermediate Colorist. This is a complex skill that has enabled him to do the Colorist work
on 95% of projects he has done the Cinematography for. Both of these skills complement
each other and are rarely achieved together by the one person on the same film.
THE HALLOWEED SOUND
As a production, Halloweed was VERY lucky to work with some of the most talented
musicians and composer around. From local L.A. bands to "Dirt Nasty" himself, we were
in great hands! Our Composer worked hand in hand with Director/Producer LazRael Lison
and Actor/Producer Jayson Bernard on bringing an individuality to each scene with
original score.
We were also given the honor of working with an all-girl band "TRUE VIOLET" which
wrote, performed and produced with Tony Livadas 4 original songs for the film, ALL
marijuana themed of course!! The closing song of the film "Blue Dream" was a
collaboration between TRUE VIOLET and Simon Rex's alter ego Rapper "DIRT NASTY"!
COMPOSER
ALEX KHARLAMOV -- Since 1997 in Los Angeles, Alex Kharlamov has established his
reputation as a trustworthy go-to expert in the areas of music score composition and
production. Composing scores & songs, creating musical sound design, producing,
arranging, orchestrating, recording and mixing & mastering music for motion pictures,
television, video games, albums and other kinds of entertainment projects he has
garnered a long list of respected clients from indie to A-list.
His music scoring, design and production services are consistently employed by notable
clients which include, Universal Music Group, BMG Music, 20th Century Fox Music,
composers James Newton Howard, Hans Zimmer, Paul Haslinger, Christophe Beck, Lennie
Moore and the National Gallery of Art just to name a few. Alex owns and operates the
state-of-the art music scoring and production company, Magical Scores LTD.
www.magicalscores.com Los Angeles, CA.

ORIGINAL MUSIC
TRUE VIOLET www.truevioletmusic.com From Los Angeles, California, True Violet's
explosive indie/alternative band includes members Jessie Covets (Lead vocals/piano),
Sisters Kayla (Drums) & Alayna Miller (Bass) and Devo Fresh (Guitar). Violet's high energy
performances have infectiously captured audiences from all over the US. Sponsored by
many well-known companies such as Yamaha Guitars, Ernie Ball, Blue Mics, and more,
these girls are on their way to worldwide recognition.
True Violet's fan base is rapidly growing starting in the heart of LA; performing in such
venues as Whiskey A Go Go, The Viper Room, Roxy Theatre, The Troubadour, etc. While
recording their music with well-known Producers Igor Khoroshev and Mike Plotnikoff,
True Violet's music is an outlet for each member to express and deliver true emotion,
contagious melodies, and to leave a message for every soul that is touched by each song.
TRUE VIOLET wrote and performed 3 original songs for HALLOWEED including "BLUE
DREAM" featuring DIRT NASTY, "MONSTA HASH" and "BETTER HIGH".
TONY LIVADAS/ MUSIC PRODUCER. Born and raised in South Florida, Tony Livadas got
his start in the local band scene in high school playing guitar, sax and piano. Following
graduation, he ran a recording studio for 8 years where he learned music production.
In 2010, he formed an electronic music trio called "Brass Knuckles" which led to several
commercial releases and touring of the US, Asia, and Europe. Livadas then moved to LA
in 2013 and is currently working on producing several artist projects as well as composing
for TV and film including co-producing TRUE VIOLETS songs for HALLOWEED and one of
his own "6 in da morning".
DISTRIBUTION:
"Halloweed" will be released on VOD and Cable On Demand by Screen Media Films on
OCTOBER 18TH, 2016. HALLOWEED HAS BEEN PICKED UP BY THE MAJOR TVOD
PLATFORMS INCLUDING: InDEMAND, TIME WARNER, COMCAST, COX, TVOD, iTUNES,
AMAZON, xBOX, VUDO, WITH others being added daily.
Screen Media Films will release "Halloweed" on DVD on November 8, 2016.

PRODUCED BY:
J&R PRODUCTIONS LA. www.jandrproductionsla@gmail.com
J&R is dedicated to raising the bar of independent film making. From web streaming, TV
and film J&R Productions is a fast growing company always looking for groundbreaking
stories rich with amazing characters and story.
SUMMER HOUSE PICTURES is a full service International Film and Video Production
Company. Our mission is to focus on imagination and diligence, and filled with a neverending spirit, we strive to set and exceed our goals for the company and our customers
while delivering outstanding value and services. Our team places the highest priority on
quality and mass appeal. We pride ourselves on exceptional work filtered through positive
messaging. http://www.summerhousepictures.com/
IN ASSOCIATION WITH:
Two 9 Productions is a Chicago based production company dedicated to producing unique
independent films. Not bound by a specific genre, with an eye for character driven stories,
we are motivated to create quality pieces that our audience will appreciate from a full
spectrum of content.
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